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§1. In the present paper we shall be concerned with evaluation of up-
per and lower bounds of fractional dimensions of Cartesian product sets by
means of the fractional dimensions of their components. Various results on
this problem have been obtained by A. S. Besicovitch, P. A. P. Moran, J. M.
Marstrand and M. Ohtsuka ([1], [4], [6]). One of results is the following:
for given a, O^a^n, and /?, 0<=β<zm, if £Ί is a subset of Rn with dim (Eχ) =
a and E2 is a subset of Rm with dim (E2) = β, then a + β^dim (Eλ

 >><E2)<,m\.n
{n-\-β, m + a}.

We use the notation Λa(E) for the α-dimensional measure of a set E in a
Euclidean space. Note that dim (E)=a is equivalent to Λa_£(E) = °o and
Λa+€(E)=0ΐor anyε>0.

In this note we shall show that for any given a, 0<,a<n, /?, 0<,β<m,
and γ such that a +β<γ<mm{n +β, m + a}, there exist EχCRn and E2CRm

which satisfy 0<Λα(£Ί)<oo, 0<Λβ(E2)<oo and 0<A7(Ex xE2)<°°.

§2. Let Rn be the ^-dimensional Euclidean space and let h(r) be a conti-
nuous increasing function of r such that h(r)>0 for r>0 and h(o) = Q. The
Hausdorff Λ/rmeasure of a subset E of Rn is defined as follows. First, for
p > 0, we set

where the infimum is taken over all coverings of E by at most a countable
number of ra-dimensional open (or closed) cubes Iv with the sides
Then the Hausdorff measure of E is defined by

P-+0

If h(r)=ra(a>0) (resp. h(r) = l/log(l/r))? then we use the notation Λa

(resp. Λo) instead of Λh. It is called the α-dimensional measure (resp. logari-
thmic measure).

The fractional dimension dim (E) of a subset ECRn is defined by

dim (E) = inί{a;
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Let SX be the family of non empty open subsets in Rn which is determin-
ed by the following properties:

(1) any ^-dimensional open cube belongs to SI,
(2) if a)ι and ω2 belong to ST., then so does ω±\Jω2,
(3) if ω is an element of SI, then there exists a finite number of n-di-

N

mensional open cubes /
v
(v = l, 2, , N) such that ω = \J I

v
.

v = l

We shall refer the definition of the ^-dimensional symmetric generalized
Cantor set E(n) constructed by the system [Z, {kq}~=l9 {λq}~={] to our pre-
vious paper [2Γ\. In what follows we suppose 1 = 1 and leave out I from the
system. Also we set δq = (λq-i — kqλq)/(kq — l)(q^l), where λo = l.

§3. LEMMA. (P. A. P. Moran [_5J) Let F be a compact set in Rn and let
SI be the family defined in § 2. Assume that there exists a non-negative set
function Φ cm SI satisfying the following conditions:

(1) if ω=\J ωi9 ωi6
<Ά(ί = l, 2,..., JV), then Φ(ω)^ Σ

l i l

(2) if ω 6 SI contains F, then Φ(ω)^>b, where b is some positive constant,
(3) there exist positive constants a and d0 such that if I is any n-dimen-

sional open cube with the side d<,d0, then Φ(I)<;ah(d).
Then Λh{F)^b/a.
Using the Lemma we shall prove the following theorem.

THEOREM 1. Let E{n) be the n-dimensional symmetric generalized Cantor

set constructed by the system [_{kq}q*=ι> {λq}q°=ι2. Then

(ii) 2-3*Hm(M2 - W ( - l o g Λ ^ Λ ^
Q-

PROOF. From the definition of the Hausdorff measure the right-hand
inequalities are obvious. Hence we shall prove the left-hand inequalities.
We shall prove (i). If l i m ^ i ^ - J b ^ ^ O , then Λa(Ew) = lim(kιk2 kqyλΐ = 0.

In this case the inequality (i) is obvious. We set ]\m(kιk2 kq)
nλq == A>0.

Let B be an arbitrary number such that 0<B<A. Then there exists a posi-
tive integer qQ such that (kιk2 kq)

nλq>B for q^qo- We choose sequences
iλ'q}-=qo and {δχ=qo+1 such that {k1k2. .kq)

nλr

q

a = B for q^q0 and kqλq + (kq-ΐ)
δ'q = λq-x for ^ ^ o + l. Clearly λ'^B^ik^•• -kq)~nla<λq and δ'q = Blla(kn

q

la-
kq)(kιk2. .kqy

nla\kq — iyι. It is easy to see that the sequence {Nq(ω)λq

a}^=qQ

is a decreasing sequence for every ω e SI, where Nq(ω) is the number of n-di-
mensional closed cubes in the g-th approximation of E(n) which meet ω. Now
we define a set function Φ on SI by Φ(ω) = limNq(ω)λq

a. We can easily see

that Φ satisfies conditions (1) and (2) of the Lemma with F=E{n) and b = B.
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We set a = 23n and do = λqQ+ι. Let / be any open cube with the side d<,d0.
Then there exist uniquely determined positive integers 9 ( ^ 0 + 1) and
y(1^7^*β+i —1) s u c h t h a t λq+ι<d<;λq and jλq+i + (j — ϊ)δq

+jδq+ι. Since E(n) is symmetric, we have Nq+1(I)<,(2j)n. We observe

j ^ q q if y = l,

and

β(/)^(2/)^i;i^2»(y7J+1 + (/-l)ffί+1)
α if 2 < ^ * ρ + 1 - l .

On the other hand,

if 2<^fc ί + 1 - l .

Hence 0(/)^2Λ4αdα<;2 3 Λ<iΛ=α<iα . Thus 0 satisfies condition (3) of t h e
Lemma. By the Lemma we obtain Aa(E(n))^2~3nB. Since B is an arbitrary
number such that 0<B<A, we have 2' 3 w lim(λi&2 'kq)

nλa

q<,Λa(E{n)). This is

the desired inequality. By the same method we obtain the inequality (ii).

PROPOSITION. Let n and m be positive integers and a and β be positive
numbers such that a<n and β<m. Let Eλ be the n-dimensional symmetric
generalized Cantor set constructed by the system [_{k2q-ι}q

o=ι, { ^ - I / ^ I H which
satisfies (kιk3-. k2q-ι)nλ%q^1 = l, q = l, 2,..., and let E2 be the m-dimensional
symmetric generalized Cantor set constructed by the system {^{k2q}q

o=i, { ^ l ^ i H
which satisfies (k2k4 - k2q)

mλξq = l, q = l,2, . If at least one of the sequences
{k2q-ι}q°=i, {k2q}°q°=1 is bounded, then

We can prove this proposition by the method of F. Hausdorff £3], p.

177 and we omit the proof. This proposition shows that the lower bound of

the fractional dimension of Cartesian product sets is attained, (cf. Section

1)

THEOREM 2. Let n and m be positive integers and α, β and γ be positive
numbers such that n<.m, <x<m and α: + /9<7 <min{τj + /9, m + α}. Then there
exist subsets Eλ CRn and E2 CRm such that 0 < Aa(Ex) < oo, 0<Λβ(E2) < oo and

PROOF. We shall take as Eλ the ^-dimensional symmetric generalized
Cantor set constructed by the system [{A^-i}^!, {λ2q-ι}°q°={} which satisfies
{kιkz . k2q^ι)nλ2q-ι = l^ q = l, 2, .., and as E2 the ^-dimensional symmetric
generalized Cantor set constructed by the system [_{k2q}q

o=1, {λ2q}^{] which
satisfies (k2ki . k2q)

mλ2

3

q = l, q = l,2, ... One can easily check that 0<Λ-α(2?i)
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C a s e l : γ<n. We choose two sequences {A;2?_i}7=u { A ^ ^ i s u c h that
k2q+ι = [ ( i i i , . . k2t-i)'T and k2q = [_(k2k4.• -k2q^Yι x (k.h • • • k2q^)n^-a)lam^,
where ko — l and γ(j—a—β)/aβ<d<n(j—<x—β)/aβ. We can easily check
that they satisfy the following conditions:

( l- i ) (k2k4...k2q.2)
m'βk

(1-2) (AxAs . •k.^Y^k^^ik^.. -k2qr
lβ,

(1-3) (*2*4 W ^ - ^ ' ^ Λ W β A24+i)",

(1-4) ( W 4 . . i 2 } ) ^ (

where Λf is a positive constant.

Case 2: n<,γ<n-\-β-βn/m. Choose {A;β}7=1 such that A;2?+i =
(A1A8 A2,-0" ( r-α-Λ / β <"+"- γ ): and k2q = l(k2ki.--k2^2)-1(k1k3..-k2q.iy^"
(n+β-Ύ)j^ w h e r e ko = l. They satisfy the following conditions:

(2-2) (Ms- •k2q-1y
lak2q+1^(k2ki-..k2qr

1'3,

(2-3) (A**,-- •k2q-1y
κy-a)iakiq-:1<!M(k2ki.. .k2qr,

(2-4) M-\k1k3---k2t-1)
π("-a)la^(k2k4-- .kitT1"^-

(2-5) (Aiiβ • A;2ί-i)'>(γ-

where M is a positive constant

Case 3: n + β — βn/m<,γ<τn. Take the same {&β}™=1 as in case 2.
They satisfy the following conditions:

(3-1) 2(k2ki..-k2q)
miβ<,(kιk3.. •k2q.ι)

n'ak2q+ί,

(3-2) β

(3-3)

(3-4)

(3-5) (A2A4. • ^ ^ r ^ ^ ' ^ Λ f ^ A s .A2β-0"("+β-7)/β,

1) The Gaussian notation [x] stands for the greatest integer not exceeding a real number x. In the
following we use this notation without explanation.
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where M is a positive constant.

Case 4: m<Lγ <mm{n + β, m+a}. Choose {kq}~=ι such that k2q+x =
[(W3-i 2 i _ 1 ) ( - + a -""-"-«' ( » + i -* + «-')]andi 2 i =[W4-42 i -2)- 1 (iA-i 2 i _ 1 )
βnin-auame+β-rt-j, where k0 = 1. They satίsfy the following conditions:

(4-1) (k2k4- • .k^T ^Mikxks- ••k2i_1y
lak2q+u

(4-2) (k1k3-..k2i+1γ

(4-3) (k2k4- • •k2q)
m(-

(4-4) (k2k4-.-k2gr^

where M is a positive constant.

First let us prove ΛΎ(E1xE2)<c°. In case 1, EχXE2 is covered by
(k1k3--k2g_ι)n(k2kf k2q)

m mutually congruent cubes in Rn+m with the side
A2ί_i Hence

In case 2, 3 and 4, EχxE2 is covered by a t most (AA- A:2ί-i)
w(A;2A:4 • k 2 q ) m

(2λ2q^ι/λ2q)
n mutually congruent closed cubes in Rn+m with the side λ2q.

Hence

^^

Next using the Lemma we shall show ΛΎ(EιXE2)>0. It is easy to see
that limNq(ω)λ2q^ιλξq exists for every ωe% where Nq(ω) is the number of

product sets of rc-dimensional closed cubes in the ^-approximation of Eλ and
^-dimensional closed cubes in the gr-approximation of E2 which meet ω. Now
we define a non negative set function Φ on 21 by Φ(ω) = limNq(ω)λ2Q-ιλξq. We

can easily see that Φ satisfies (1) and (2) of the Lemma with E=Eχ xE2 and
6 = 1. We shall show that Φ satisfies (3) of the Lemma in each of the cases.
Let I be any open cube with the side d<Ui. Then there is a uniquely deter-
mined positive integer such that λ2q+ι<d<;λ2q-ι. In case 1, we shall esti-
mate Nq+ι(I) by means of conditions (1-1) and (1-2), in each of the following
four cases.
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(i) If λ2q+i<d^λ2q+2 + δ2q+2, then Nq+1(I)<Άn+m and

(ii) If λ2q+2 + δ2q+2<d<^λ2ί, then

and

(iii) If λ2q < d^λ2q+1 + ff2β+i, then Nq+1(I)^2n+mkfq+2 and

(5(/)^2K+BIA^<2B+mMi/7.

(iv) If λ2q+ι + d2q+ι<d<sλ2q-i, then

and

m(kxkz.. •k2q-{)ni'>-a)a(k2ki.- •k2q)-md7<i2"+mMdΎ

Therefore Φ satisfies condition (3) of the Lemma with a = 2n+mM and do = λι.
By the Lemma, we obtain Λγ(£ΊxE2)^>2- (n+m)M-1>0. Thus this case is
proved. In case 2, we shall estimate iVί+1(/) by means of conditions (2-1)
and (2-2), in each of the following four cases.

(i) If λ2q+ι<d^λ2q+2 + δ2i+2, then Nq+1(I)^2n+m and

Φ{I)^2n+mλ%+ιλlq+2<i2
n¥mM

(ii) If A2ί+2 + δ2q+2 < d<sλ2q, then

q+2

and

1k3.. •k2q+1y»d'>
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(iii) If λ2q<d^λ2q+1 + δ2q+1, then Nt+1(I)<2?+mk2t+2 and

(iv) If λ2q+i-\-d2<ι+ι<d<;λ2g-i, then

2"+mkfq+2 (d/(λ2q+1

and

Therefore Φ satisfies condition (3) of the Lemma with a=2n+mM and do — λι.
By the Lemma we obtain Ay(E1xE2)^2-l-n+m)M~ι>0. Thus this case is
proved. In case 3, we shall estimate Nq+1(I) by means of conditions (3-1)
and (3-2), in each of the following four cases.

(i) If λ2q+i<d<,λ2q+ι + δ2q+ι, there exists a positive integer /(lrΞΞyrgJ
k2q+2-l) such that j(λ2q+2 + δ2q+2)<d^(j + l)(λ2q+2-\-δ2lι+2). Then Nt+1(I)<,
2n+mjm and

s- •k2q+ι)-n(k2ki...k2q+2)

2ki--.k2q)-mlβ

(ii) If λ2q+ι + d2q+i<d<,λ2q, then

and

(iii) If λ2q<d^λ2q + δ2ί, then

and

(iv) If/t2ί + ί 2 ? <rf^2 3 - i , then
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and

4.. .k2q-2)
m(m-β)lβdΎ<12

n+mMdΎ

Therefore Φ satisfies condition (3) of the Lemma with a = 2n+mM and do = λi.
By the Lemma we obtain Λγ(£Ίx E2)7>2-<n+m)M-1>0. Thus this case is
proved. In case 4, we shall estimate Nq+ι(I) by means of conditions (4-1)
and (4-2), in each of the following four cases. By the above conditions (4-1)
and (4-2), there exists a constant C (ί>l) such that λ2q+i + δ2q+ι<LCλ2q and

(i) If λ2i+1<d^λ2i+1 + δ2i+1, then Nq+1(I)<,2"(2Cd/(λ2l+2

and

Φ(I)<2n+mCm(k1kz..-k2t+ι)-n(k2ki.. .k2q)
m(

(ii) If C-\λ2q^ + d2q^)<d^λ2q, then

and

Φ(I)^(2C2)n+m(k1k3. • •k2q.ι)
nίn-a)la(k2ki.. .k2q)-m<-n+β-'')lβd'r

(iii) If ^ 2 ? < ^ A 2 ? + ί2ί, then iV?+1(/)^

and

(iv) If C~\λ2q + d2q) < d^λ29-u then

Nς+r(I)^(2C2d/(λ2q+1 + d2q+1)r

^(2C2)n+mk»2q+1(k2qk2i+2)
m(k1k3..

and
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Therefore Φ satisfies condition (3) of the Lemma with a = (2C2)n+mM and
do = λ1. By the Lemma we obtain ΛJ{Eι x E2)^(2C2)-(n+m)M-1>0. Thus the
theorem is proved.

§4. We can establish the following theorems.

THEOREM 3. Let n and m be positive integers and β and γ be positive
numbers such that β<γ< mm{n + β, m}. Then there exist subsets Eλ(ZRn

and E2CRm such that 0<ΛQ(Eι)<oo y0<Λβ(E2)<oo and 0<Λ7(£Ί xE 2)<o°.

THEOREM 4. Let n and m be positive integers. For any given positive
number γ smaller than min{rc5 m}9 there exist subsets EιCRn and E2CRm such
that 0<AO{EX)<oo5 0<Λ0(E2)<°o and 0<Λ7(£Ί xE2)<oo.
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